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GMP-Based Channel Estimation for Single-Carrier
Transmissions over Doubly Selective Channels
Qinghua Guo, Member, IEEE, and Defeng (David) Huang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We present a graph-based channel estimation approach for SC-IFDE (single-carrier transmissions with iterative
frequency domain equalization) without CP (cyclic prefix) over
doubly selective channels using the recently developed Gaussian
message passing (GMP) technique. A direct application of the
GMP updating rules in the FFG (Forney-style factor graph) of
the SC-IFDE system model incurs high complexity. Approximate
updating rules are therefore developed to overcome this problem.
The proposed GMP-based channel estimation approach has
similar complexity as the low-complexity Kalman-filtering based
frequency domain channel estimation approach in the literature,
but significantly outperforms the latter due to its enhanced capability in capturing the time correlation information of doubly
selective channels through bidirectional processing.
Index Terms—Doubly selective channels, frequency domain
equalization (FDE), Gaussian message passing (GMP).

I. INTRODUCTION
INGLE-CARRIER block transmissions with iterative
frequency domain equalization (SC-IFDE) are promising
techniques to combat inter-symbol interference (ISI) [1], [2].
However, over doubly selective channels (i.e., time-varying
ISI channels), the use of cyclic prefix (CP) in SC-IFDE incurs
high power and spectral overheads due to the short channel
coherence time and long channel memory. Recently, SC-IFDE
without CP has been investigated in [4]–[6], [9], in which the
feedbacks from the decoder are used to restore the effect due
to the removal of CP. As shown in Fig. 1, the iterative receiver
of SC-IFDE without CP consists of a channel estimator, a
frequency domain equalizer, and a soft-in soft-out decoder,
working iteratively [4]–[6], [9]. In this letter, we focus on designing the low-complexity channel estimator, which provides
channel state information to the equalizer.
A low-complexity frequency domain channel estimator has
been proposed in [6] for SC-IFDE without CP, where Kalmanfiltering is performed on a per-tone basis by ignoring the correlation among different tones, followed by an across-tone refinement process, and the time correlation of the channel is
exploited by a unidirectional recursion. In this letter, we extend the unidirectional frequency domain channel estimation
approach to bidirectional processing with the recently developed Gaussian message passing (GMP) technique [10], thereby
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Fig. 1. System structure of coded SC-IFDE without CP.

enhancing the capability of the channel estimator in capturing
the channel correlation information, leading to significant performance improvement.
By representing the SC-IFDE system model with a
Forney-style factor graph (FFG) [10], channel estimation
can be performed through local message computations and
exchanges between the basic building blocks in the FFG based
on the GMP updating rules in [10]. However, a direct application of the GMP updating rules incurs high complexity. To
overcome this problem, approximate message updating rules
are developed to make the proposed channel estimation approach with similar complexity as that in [6], but significantly
outperforms the latter as demonstrated by simulation results.
Moreover, the proposed approach facilitates parallel processing
due to the nature of the graph-based methodology, which is
desirable from the system implementation perspective.
Bold uppercase (lowercase) letters are used to denote matrices (column vectors). The superscript “ ” and “ ” denote
the transpose and conjugate transpose operations, respectively.
and
, reExpectation and variance are represented by
spectively. The letter denotes an identity matrix with proper
denotes a diagonal matrix with the entries in the
size.
bracket on its diagonal.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The symbol-spaced channel taps are assumed to be independent complex stationary Gaussian stochastic processes, and the
autocorrelation function for each tap is the zeroth order Bessel
function of the first kind [7]. The power of the th channel tap is
represented by .
In SC-IFDE without CP, a conventional block single-carrier
transmitter is employed. To avoid the spectral overhead due to
the pilot signal, we use the superimposed training approach (it
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where the deterministic vector
, and
a zero mean random vector with covariance matrix
.
As discussed in [9], (2) can be reformulated as

is

(4)
Fig. 2. (a) Transmitted signal x is partitioned into a number of short segments
fx g. Each segment is assumed to undergo a static ISI channel. (b) ISI causes
inter-segment interference, as illustrated by the shadowing parts.

was called implicit training in [8]),1 i.e., the length- signal
, where denotes data symbols, formed from a
block
codeword after symbol mapping, and denotes pilot symbols.
To facilitate processing at the receiver, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
the transmitted signal block is partitioned into a number of
, each with length
short segments
by assuming that
(note that such a partition
does not affect the structure of the transmitted signal). Each
is assumed to undergo a static ISI channel
segment
( is a complex Gaussian random vector according to the channel model), where is the channel memory
length.
We use the following segment-level first-order auto-regressive model to approximately characterize the time-varying
channel [12]
(1)
where
denotes a zero mean white Gaussian
for each
.
process with diagonal covariance matrix
can be determined as in [12].
The values of and
As shown in Fig. 2(b), due to the channel delay spread, the
received signal , corresponding to the transmitted signal seg(we assume that
). By
ment , has length
using the soft feedbacks from the decoder, the inter-segment interference can be gradually mitigated with the iteration between
the equalizer and the decoder. As in [6], the residual inter-segment interference is assumed to be ignored, and then we have
the following model
(2)
denotes
where “ ” denotes the linear convolution operation,
, is the counthe additive Gaussian noise with variance
terpart of after the inter-segment interference cancellation.
consists of both the pilot compoNote that
and the data component
,
nent
2 (i.e.,
and
and the means and variances of
) are available from the output of the decoder [4]–[6],
can be represented as
[9]. As a result,
(3)
1Since the time-multiplexed pilots approach can be regarded as a special case
of the superimposed training, it can also be handled by the proposed channel
estimation approach.
2Note that fs
g are approximately statistically independent of each other
due to the use of the interleaver.

where “ ” denotes the cyclic convolution operation, and
and
are length- vectors, formed by appending a proper
and , respectively. Denumber of zeros to the tails of
fine as the normalized discrete Fourier transform (DFT) ma(i.e., the
th entry of is given by
trix with size
, where
). By applying DFT to both
sides of (4), we have
(5)
where
(6)
with
,
,
,
, and and
are constructed
by appending a proper number of zeros to the tails of and ,
respectively. The zero-mean random vector , which characterizes the distortion due to both noise and the uncertainty of the
denote the
estimate of , is assumed to be Gaussian. Let
th entry in . Assuming that
and
( is the average of
), we have
(7)
where
.
(or ) based on only its corresponding
The estimation of
by using an MMSE (minimum mean
observation vector
square error) estimator may not lead to satisfactory performance
since the small channel coherence time of the doubly selective
with short length. In the following, we
channels leads to a
extend ththe unidirectional Kalman-filtering based approach in
[6] to bidirectional processing and efficiently estimate each
based on all the observation vectors
by using the GMP technique [10] operating in an FFG of the
linear Gaussian system described by (1), (5) and (6).
III. GMP-BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION APPROACH
The GMP technique [10] provides a factor graph based
signal processing approach for linear systems. An FFG of
a linear system can be constructed using the basic building
blocks: equality constraints, adders, and multipliers. Since the
sum-product message updating rules for the basic building
blocks preserve Gaussianity, the message passing in the FFG of
a linear Gaussian system can be characterized by the updating
of mean vectors and covariance matrices (or the inverses of
covariance matrices and transformed mean vectors) for the
basic building blocks [10]. Through local computations based
on the GMP updating rules for the basic building blocks [10],
the global information (means and variances) of the variables
can be obtained.
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significantly, resulting in significant fluctuation of the diagonal
[see (10)]. It can be seen from (8) that the averentries of
thereby destroys the information from
aging operation to
[through , see (11)], which has a major
the observation
[i.e.,
in (8)]. In the folcontribution for the estimation of
lowing, we develop alternative approximations to avoid the avby averaging the diagonal elements of
eraging operation to
instead.
, we can
Since
have the approximations
and
. Applying them to (8) and (9), we have

Fig. 3. An FFG of the system model described by (1), (5), and (6).

The FFG of (1), (5), and (6) for the th segment is shown
in the dash box in Fig. 3, where edges represent variables and
boxes represent factors. By using the FFG of (1), (5), and (6) as
the th building block, a complete graph with building blocks
can be formed to include all the channel variables
. Through a forward and a backward recursion
using GMP in this graph, we can obtain the a posteriori means
. However, due to
and variances of
matrix inversions and multiplications involved in the GMP upper building block,
dating rules, the complexity is
which is a concern when is large. It can be found that the
most intensive computational load is on the local message computations between points and shown in Fig. 3. In the following, we develop approximate updating rules to reduce the
complexity. Since the message passings between and are
symmetric in forward and backward directions, the updating
rules for both the directions are the same. As a result, we only
describe the forward direction.
and the covariGiven messages at (i.e., the mean vector
, which are the a priori mean and variance of
ance matrix
provided by building block
), based on the GMP updating
and the
rules [10], the message at (i.e., the mean vector
covariance matrix ) can be computed as

(8)
(9)
where the diagonal matrix
(10)
is the inverse of the covariance matrix of
(see (7) for the definition of ), and

at point

in Fig. 3
(11)

is the transformed mean vector of . The calculations of (8) and
(9) are of high complexity due to the matrix inversions.
A straightforward way to reduce the complexity of calcuas , where is the
lating (8) and (9) is to approximate
. By using this approxaverage of the diagonal elements of
is also diagonal. Hence
imation for all the building blocks,
the matrix inversions in (8) and (9) are trivial. However, this
approximation results in poor performance (see the simulation
results in Section IV). The reason can be explained as follows.
Since
, the amplitude of the entries of may fluctuate

(12)
(13)
where
where
have

. By approximating as
is the average of the diagonal entries of matrix

and
approximated as

,
, we

(14)
, which can be further
(15)

is the average of the diagonal entries of
. We can see that the averaging operation to
is
avoided in (14), thereby protecting the information from ,
is diagonal
and the matrix inversion in (14) is trivial since
[see (10)]. We call (14) and (15) as Approximate Rule 1.
We can approximate (14) further as

where

(16)
to reduce the two DFT operations to one at the cost of slight performance loss (see the simulation results in Section IV). Equations (16) and (15) are called Approximate Rule 2.
After the forward and backward recursions, the final estimate
is obtained by combining its messages in both directions
of
[10]. It can be verified that, by using the Approximate Rules
1 and 2, all the matrix inversions involved in the calculations
of the messages are trivial since all the corresponding matrices
are diagonal. As a result, the complexity is dominated by the
(or
) and a vector, which can be efficiently
product of
implemented using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). This leads
per
to the complexity of the proposed approach
per symbol), which is similar to
building block (i.e.,
that in [6].
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The system settings are as follows. The frequency domain
equalizer with virtual zero-padding in [9] is employed. We set
, symbol duration
,
carrier frequency
. Hence the normalized
and mobile speed
. The number of channel
Doppler spread
) and
. Although we
taps is 57 (i.e.,
assume that the channel is static within one segment for the
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Fig. 4. MSE performance of various channel estimators. “APR1” and “APR2”
denote Approximate Rules 1 and 2, respectively.

is used to evaluate the performance, where is the number of
is the estimate of
.
Monte Carlo simulations and
The MSE and bit error rate (BER) performance are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, where the about 1 dB power over(i.e.,
head due to the pilot signal has been included in
is composed of both the data energy and the overhead due to
the pilot signal). In Fig. 4, the MSE performance of the channel
estimators with exact data symbols is also shown for reference.
increasing, all the estimaIt can be seen that, with the
tors approach the performance with exact data symbols, and
the GMP-based channel estimators with the proposed approximate rules significantly outperform the one in [6]. However,
the GMP-based approach with the averaging operation to
delivers poor MSE performance (this leads to poor BER performance of the system as shown in Fig. 5). In Fig. 5, the BER performance of the system using the GMP-based approach with hybrid schedule3 (in which each subgraph consists of five building
blocks) is also shown to demonstrate the feasibility of parallel
processing. It can be seen that about 2 dB BER performance
gain can be achieved by using any version of the proposed GMPbased approach compared with that using the approach in [6].
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